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Abstract

From the eigenvalue equation we obtained by using Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind, we deduce three functions in terms of An. Through analyzing the functions,
we discovered that the interval Ω=[(-1-√2)/2, (-1+√2)/2] contains only the trivial eigenvalues 0 and -1. We also figured out that as n increases, the eigenvalues of An become
almost symmetric about the number -1/2. Finally, we conjectured that the eigenvaluefree interval bound Ω does not contain an eigenvalues of any threshold graph other than
0 and -1, and that among all threshold graphs on n vertices, the antiregular graph An has
the eigenvalues closest to the boundary points of Ω.

1. Introduction

G

raph theory is a field of mathematics that studies graphs, which are mathematical structures composed of vertices and edges. Since graphs are often used
to model pairwise relations between objects, graph theory has numerous ap-

plications on other academic fields such as computer science, sociology, biology, physics,
and so on. The topic of our research, however, was not about the application of graphs.
Rather, it strictly dealt with pure mathematical aspect of graph theory. In particular, we
studied the eigenvalues of connected anti-regular graphs. The main results of this report
state that when An is an n × n adjacency matrix of a connected anti-regular graph, the
only eigenvalues of An within the interval
or

are the trivial eigenvalues

, and any closed interval containing

contains eigenvalues of A for

large enough n. Also, the interval bound of each eigenvalue that becomes more accurate
as n increases and the almost symmetric distribution of the eigenvalues are discussed.
Before getting into the main results, we introduce the materials and topics related to
graph theory that are necessary to understand them in Section 2. After that, we will go
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over the discoveries and their proofs in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, we conclude
and discuss possible future works related to the results.
This paper details the process of demonstrating the main results of a published paper
through the scope of an undergraduate student, explaining the rigorous mathematical tone and formal proofs of earlier work (Aguilar et al., 2018). Thus, we discuss
the basic concepts of graph theory extensively, and the proof of each theorem that
requires higher-level mathematical knowledge is omitted for brevity. Also, different
topics in this report are arranged so as to require a minimal mathematical background
of calculus and linear algebra to understand the story of spectral graph theory. For this
purpose, a glossary of terms is included at the end of the report

2. Basic Concepts on Graph Theory
2.1 Graph
Before introducing anything else, we need to know what a graph is. In order to do
that, we define the notation
. The definition of a graph
is the following.
Definition 2.1. A graph G consists of two sets V and E where E is some subset of
. The set V is called the vertex set of G, and E is called the edge set of G. In this
case we write
.

Figure 1. An example of a graph with 12 vertices and 14 edges
Throughout this report, we will only consider simple graphs, which are graphs without loops or multiple edges. Below are the descriptions of concepts related to graphs,
vertices, and edges.
The cardinality of the vertex set V , and that of the edge set E are called the order
and size of G, respectively. By definition, it is clear that the cardinality of an edge set
satisfies

. When given two vertices
84
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adjacent or neighbors if
of

denoted by

. In this case, we write

. The neighborhood

, is the set of all vertices adjacent to v:

The degree of a vertex v, denoted by deg (v), is the cardinality of N(v). It is clear
that if G is a simple graph then

for all

. A graph G is said

to be k-regular if every vertex has degree k. We also say that G is a regular graph of
regularity k. The concepts of regularity and degree are important because they are directly related to the topic material of our research, the anti-regular graph. The degree
sequence of a graph G, denoted by d(G) is the sequence of the vertex degrees of G
listed in decreasing order. Let the order of G be n. Then, the vertex

is isolated if

deg(v)=0, and dominating if deg(v)=n−1. If u and v are distinct vertices of a graph G
then a path in G from u to v is a sequence of distinct vertices such that the first term is
u and the last term is v where the consecutive inner vertices are adjacent to each other.
A graph G is said to be connected if for any distinct vertices

there exists

a path from u to v, and is called disconnected otherwise. The complement graph
of graph G = (V, E ), denoted

, is a graph with the same vertex set as G and whose

edge set consists of all edges not present in G. We can see that if
deg(v)=k for G, then deg(v)=(n−1)− k for

,

, and

.

2.2 Graph Isomorphism
When we consider different graphs, we often find graphs that are called equivalent.
More precisely, since the structure of a graph depends entirely on the make-up of the
edge set, two graphs with the same edge structure are considered to be equivalent, or
isomorphic, even though the vertices might be distinct or differ by rearrangement.
The formal definition is the following.
Definition 2.2. The graph G1=(V1,E1) is isomorphic to the graph G2=(V2, E2) if there
exists a bijection

such that if

is an edge in G1 then

an edge in G2 and if

is not an edge in G1 then

In this case, we say that

is an isomorphism from G1 to G2 and we write

is

is not an edge in G2.
.

If we consider the vertex set as an arbitrary choice of labels for vertices, the bijection
described above is essentially
Published by KnightScholar, 2020
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a permutation. Now, we can think of an isomorphism of a graph unto itself. An
automorphism of a graph G = (V, E ) is an isomorphism of G unto itself. That is, it
such that

is a permutation

where

graph whose vertex set is permuted by the bijection

is the edge set of the

. When the vertex set of G is

, an example of a permutation (automorphism, in this case) is

meaning the images of 1, 2, 3 are 3, 5, 1 respectively, and so on. It is important to remember that some properties of the graph are invariants, meaning they are preserved
by an isomorphism. The examples of such properties are the order, size, degree, degree
sequence, and so on.

2.3 Anti-regular Graph
In this section, we will introduce some special classes of graphs and graph operations
that are necessary to understand anti-regular graphs, and then define the anti-regular
graph.
An empty graph is a graph such that all the entries in the degree sequence is zero. On
the other hand, a complete graph is a graph such that all the entries in the degree
sequence is n−1 where n is the order of G. The empty graph and the complete graph
of n vertices are often denoted En and Kn, respectively. When

, an empty

graph is 0-regular where every vertex is isolated, and a complete graph is (n−1)-regular
where every vertex is dominating. Given two graphs G and H with disjoint vertex sets,
we define the union of G and H, denoted by
and edge set
is the graph obtained from

, as the graph with vertex set

. The join of G and H, denoted by

,

by connecting every vertex in G to every vertex in

H. A threshold graph is a graph that can be constructed from a one-vertex graph, or
K1, by repeated applications of the two operations

and

. In this case,

G is a graph constructed by the same rule that builds up a threshold graph from K1.
This iterative construction can be expressed with a binary sequence
where b1 = 0, and for

, bi = 0 if

was added by union and bi = 1 if

vi was added by join. For example, a threshold graph expressed by the binary sequence
is a complete graph K5. Now we can define the anti-regular graph.
86
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Definition 2.3. An anti-regular graph G is a graph such that there are precisely two
vertices with the same degree.
Among all graphs whose order is n ≥ 2, the anti-regular graph G and its complement
graph

are the only two graphs that have the maximum number of vertices with dis-

tinct degrees. The equal degrees in the connected graph is

, and

in

the disconnected graph (Behzad and Chartrand, 1967). One interesting thing about
the anti-regular graph is that it is an example of a threshold graph. That is, it can
be constructed by the same rule that builds up the threshold graph. For example,
the binary sequence that builds up the connected anti-regular graph of n vertices is
b = (0,1,0,1,...,0,1) when n is even, and b = (0,0,1,0,1,0,...,0,1) when n is odd.

2.4 Spectral Graph Theory
When studying graphs, we often find it useful to introduce matrix representation of
them since the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrices can be used to infer various
properties of the graphs. A branch of graph theory—spectral graph theory—studies
the properties of a graph in relationship to the characteristic polynomial, eigenvalues,
and eigenvectors of matrices associated with the graph, such as its adjacency matrix or
Laplacian matrix. In this report, we will focus on adjacency matrices.
Definition 2.4. Let G be a simple graph and the vertex set V of G be

.

The adjacency matrix A of G is the square n × n matrix such that its element

is 1

when there is an edge from vi to vj, and 0 when there is no edge.
Since

if and only if

, it is clear that

and thus A is a symmetric

matrix. Also, since G is a simple graph and no vertex is adjacent to itself, the diagonal
entries of A are all 0. Before getting into the research, we will revisit some basic concepts from linear algebra.
A vector

is an eigenvector of the matrix M if there exists
. In this case,

is called an eigenvalue of M. To find the eigenvalue

modify the equation above as
we want the eigenvector

such that
, we

where I is the identity matrix. Since

to be nontrivial, it must be that

. Then,

is called the characteristic polynomial of M. It is clear that
the roots of the characteristic polynomial are the eigenvalues of M. The spectrum
Published by KnightScholar, 2020
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of a graph G is the list of the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix A in increasing
order

. That is, the spectrum of G is

. Notice

that the term “spectral graph theory” came from this concept. An important result
in linear algebra is that if M is a symmetric matrix, then the eigenvalues of M are all
real numbers. That is, the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix A of a graph G are all
real numbers. The eigenvalues of the graph G is invariant. That is, even if the labeling
of vertices might change due to some isomorphism, the eigenvalues of every graph
isomorphic to G has the same eigenvalues as the original G.

2.5 Chebyshev Polynomial and Tridiagonal Toeplitz Matrices
Our research deals with the eigenvalues of the connected anti-regular graphs. While
studying the eigenvalues, we reasoned that Chebyshev polynomials were of much use
since we introduced tridiagonal Toeplitz matrices as we proceeded. The connection
between the eigenvalues of tridiagonal Toeplitz matrices and Chebyshev polynomials
is well-known (Mason & Handscomb, 2002; Kulkarni et al., 1999). Thus, we will
briefly go over some of the basics of Chebyshev polynomials and tridiagonal Toeplitz
matrices that are used in our research.
There are several kinds of Chebyshev polynomials. However, all of them have close
relationship with the trigonometric functions ‘cosine’ and ‘sine’ (Mason & Handscomb, 2002). Particularly, the one that is used to derive an important expression for
the eigenvalues of the connected anti-regular graphs in our research is the Chebyshev
polynomial of the second kind. The Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind of
degree n, denoted

, is defined by

(1)
where

. The first few polynomials for
,

tion

, and

are

,

. In order to satisfy the equa-

, it must be that

where

. Therefore, the zeros of

are determined to be

Using the definition (1), we get the three-term recurrence relation
88
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(2)
for n ≥ 1. A Toeplitz matrix is a matrix in which each descending diagonal from left
to right is constant. Then, a tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix is a matrix of the form

for

When letting
with
as

with

and T be a k × k matrix. That is,

. For our purpose, let

and expanding it along the last row, we get

and

. Consider a Chebyshev polynomial of second kind, defined

. By the recurrence relation (2) we know that

,

and

. Thus, we can conclude that
(3)

3. Spectral Characterization of AntiRegular Graphs
3.1 Background
Our research began with looking into general threshold graphs. When considering
the binary representation of iterative construction (introduced in Section 2.3), we
noticed that we could group consecutive zeros and ones and label each as 0 and 1 respectively. Since every binary sequence constructing any threshold graph starts with 0,
we reasoned that the characterization of the eigenvalues of any threshold graph could
Published by KnightScholar, 2020
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be similar to that of a threshold graph made from binary sequence

,

which is a connected anti-regular graph of even vertices. Therefore we wanted to know
about the spectrum of connected anti-regular graphs, and found the topic generally
under-studied. Hence we started to research the connected anti-regular graph of even
vertices, and then explored the case of odd vertices. While doing that, we familiarized
ourselves with new concepts such as block matrix multiplication, tridiagonal Toeplitz
matrices, and Chebyshev polynomials. Setting up conjectures using programming
and computational plotting was very methodologically useful.

3.2 Anti-Regular Graph Gn with Even Vertices
Since our initial interest was the anti-regular graph constructed by the binary sequence

, we will first consider the case of connected anti-regular

graph with even vertices. That is, let

where

. As mentioned in Sec-

tion 2.3, the anti-regular graph is an example of a threshold graph. Now consider the
is

adjacency matrix A of a threshold graph G whose vertex set
labeled consistent with the iterative construction of G. It takes the form

(4)
For the connected anti-regular graph
Example 3.1. When

, the alternating binary sequence is

, the adjacency matrix

90
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However, this form is hard to manipulate or figure out the eigenvalues. We can rearrange the labeling of vertices using an isomorphism (permutation) in such a way that
the resulting matrix has a block structure that is easier to manipulate. The advantage
with the block structure is that we can consider each block as an ordinary entry and
apply the same matrix algebra, provided that the dimensions of the blocks match. Let
J = Jk be the k × k all-ones matrix and let I = Ik be the k × k identity matrix.
Lemma 3.1. n = 2k for k ≥ 1. The adjacency matrix of Gn can be written as
(5)
where B is the k × k matrix

Remark 3.1. The permutation that relabels the vertices of Gn from (4) to (5) is

It is clear to see that, based on the definition of the anti-regular graph, the last vertex
added will have the highest degree, so it will be fixed under the permutation. The
second to last vertex added will have the lowest degree, so it will be set to v1. Then, all
odd vertices will be permuted to vertices with indices equal to their degree, while all
even vertices will be permuted to vertices with indices equal to their degree plus one.
The resulting adjacency matrix when n = 8 is

Published by KnightScholar, 2020
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Hereafter, whenever we refer to An, it will be the block form as (5), not (4).

3.3 The Eigenvalues of the Adjacency Matrix An
Let P be an n × n invertible matrix with eigenvalue
Then,

. Therefore,

mial of P, that is,

cannot be the root of the characteristic polyno-

. It is clear that

Since P is invertible and

Consequently, if

and corresponding eigenvector.

it follows that

is an eigenvalue of P then

is an eigenvalue of P −1. That is, if

we know the eigenvalue of either P or P −1 then we can also figure out the eigenvalue
of the other. Therefore, We will concentrate on An−1 to obtain the eigenvalues of An.
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a 2k × 2k matrix consisting of four k × k blocks of the form

If X −1 exists, then

In our case,

92
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Thus,

and this is also a block matrix. From now on, we let

Notice that W = B−1 and by a straightforward computation,

Example 3.2. When n = 8, we have

Now, consider some eigenvalue
can view

of An−1 and the corresponding eigenvector

. We

as a 2k × 1 matrix consisting of two k × 1 blocks x and y such that

Published by KnightScholar, 2020
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Then, since

, we know that

Thus,

or

Let
ial, and thus

. In order to obtain the eigenvalue

, x should be nontriv-

should be non-invertible. By a straightforward computation, we get

where
is a simple root of

. It is clear from the last row or column of
. Thus, suppose

that

, and let

where
.
94
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Then

is an eigenvalue of An−1 provided that

. The appearance of

is important because it is a tridiagonal pseudo-Toeplitz matrix. The reason
is called pseudo-Toeplitz is because the leading
but the rest is not, due to the last entry

submatrix is Toeplitz
. As shown in (3), when a matrix is a

tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix, its determinant satisfies a recurrence relation related to
Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind when conducting Laplace expansion.
If we let

and expand

by its last row, we get

Using (3), we can easily deduce that

. Since it must be that

, using the definition (1),

where
.

Published by KnightScholar, 2020
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Using the fact that

is the reciprocal of the original eigenvalue of An, we have proven

the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let n = 2k and let An be the adjacency matrix of the connected anti-regular
graph with n vertices. Then

is an eigenvalue of An if and only if

(6)
where
.
Note that the domain of arccos is [‒1,1] and therefore we must have
.
In Jacobs et al. (2015), it is proven that a threshold graph has no eigenvalue in the interval (‒1,0). Also, since
. Thus,

cannot be 0 and ‒1 in our case, we have

or

. Since

by rearranging the inequality we obtain 1 ≥ 0. Therefore, the left part of the inequality
is always true. Likewise, since

by rearranging the inequality, we obtain

Using the quadratic formula we get
(7)
Now let
(8)
Note that the range of arccos is [0,π]. Using the trigonometric identity we get
96
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Therefore, the function

where

has singularities when

. Thus, the domain of

is (0,π) except for those singu-

larities. Also, at the boundary points, using l’Hóspital’s rule,
(9)
and
(10)
Consequently, we can say the following.
Theorem 3.2. Let An be the adjacency matrix of the connected anti-regular graph with n
vertices where n is even. No eigenvalue of

except for the trivial eigenvalue

is in the interval

.

Now that we figured out the eigenvalue bounds, we will look into the distribution
of the eigenvalues. In Theorem 3.1, the variable

must satisfy the equation (6) and

in order to be an eigenvalue of An. Since

we have

Using the quadratic formula we get two equations for

, and we can define the fol-

lowing functions:

Published by KnightScholar, 2020
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(11)

(12)
Note that
(13)
We will use the equation (13) to show the bipartite character of the eigenvalues as
n increases. It is clear that both
on
functions

, and

and
and

,

, and

. The horizontal line

are continuous and differentiable
. Below are the figures of the

for the value k = 10 and k = 20 in the interval
is added to represent the line of symmetry.

Figure 2. Eigenvalues when k = 10

98
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Figure 3. Eigenvalues when k = 20
Note that regardless of the values of k and
and below

, the intersections always occur above

. This corresponds to the discovery on the eigenvalue

bounds mentioned in Theorem 3.2. From now on, we clarify some observations on
the functions

,

, and

, and we state the interval estimates for the

eigenvalues of An. The following three lemmas describe the behavior of each function
within its domain.
Lemma 3.3. The function
tion

strictly increases in the interval

strictly decreases in the interval

.

Lemma 3.4. On its domain, the function

is strictly decreasing.

Lemma 3.5. Define the interval

for

and let
function

and the func-

. Within each interval, the

satisfies the following:

I) For

Published by KnightScholar, 2020
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and

II) For

,

and

III) For

,

and

Using Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, the following theorem states the interval estimates
for the eigenvalues of An.
Theorem 3.3. Let An be the adjacency matrix of the connected anti-regular graph with
vertices. Let

be defined as in (8), and let

and

be defined as

in (11) and (12).
i)

The functions

and

intersect exactly k times in the interval

. If

denote the

values where they intersect

then the positive eigenvalues of An are

Moreover, for

ii)

The functions

,

and

intersect exactly

times in the interval

denote the

value where they intersect

. If
then the positive eigenvalues of

are
100
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Moreover, for

,

3.3 The Eigenvalues of An when n is Large
Before looking into the behavior of the eigenvalues when n is large, we need to know
about the uniform continuity.
is uniformly continuous on D provided that

Definition 3.1. A function
for every

, there exists a

such that for all

, if

then

.
We can see that the definition is very similar to the

definition of limit. How-

ever, the uniform continuity deals with the continuity of a function at an arbitrary
point in the domain whereas

definition of limit focuses on a fixed point. Notice

that the uniform continuity is a stronger concept then continuity. That is, a function
being continuous does not guarantee that it is also uniformly continuous. However,
if the function is continuous in a closed interval and thus has finite bounds, we can
say that it is uniformly continuous on the interval. For example, the function
and

we used in the last section are not uniformly continuous on the interval
, but they are on the interval

where

. Using this definition, we

can prove the following theorem that describes the behavior of the eigenvalues for
arbitrary n. The explicit proof of it can be found in the original paper (Aguilar et al.,
2018). The theorem shows that as we increase n, the eigenvalues of An shows almostperfect symmetry up to the range we want them to be.
Theorem 3.4. Let An be the adjacency matrix of the connected anti-regular graph
where n = 2k. Let

denote the positive eigenvalues and let
denote the negative eigenvalues of An. Fix

and let

be arbitrary. Then for k sufficiently large,

for all
Published by KnightScholar, 2020
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Note that since this is true for all

, we can adjust the accuracy of this symmetric

behavior by modifying k value. For example, since

as

,

and thus

for

.

3.5 The Case when n is Odd
Up until now, we have explored the connected anti-regular graph of even vertices. In
this section, we will look into the connected anti-regular graph of odd vertices. That
is, let

where k is any non-negative integer. It is known that the eigenvalues

of

are identical to those of the adjacency matrix of the anti-regular graph generated by
the binary sequence

of the length n, except for the obvious eigen-

value 0 (Godsil and Royle, 2001).
Using the same permutation in remark \ref{perm remark} that arranges An into a
block form, we get
(14)
where J is a k × k all-one matrix, B is defined the same way as in the case

102
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The proof of the following is a straightforward computation.
Lemma 3.6. Consider the matrix (14) and denote it as

where

,

, and

where

. Then

. Explicitly,

and

Just like the case when n is even, from

, we get

and thus

Let
polynomial of

so that

is the characteristic

. By straightforward computation,

Published by KnightScholar, 2020
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where

. Since it is known that

of An where n is odd (Jacobs et al., 2015),

cannot be an eigenvalue
. Therefore, we can divide

and obtain

where

. Thus,

is an eigenvalue of An−1 provided that

. Since the leading
that of

submatrix of

is identical to

in the even case, we can use the same polynomial

that correlates

to Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind,

. By expanding

along

the last row, we get

By the definition of

, substituting

and rearranging provides the proof

for the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Let

and let An be the adjacency matrix of the connected anti-

regular graph with n vertices. Then

is an eigenvalue of An if and only if

(15)
where
104
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.
Note that
and

is defined just as in the even case. That is, we can use the functions
as they are defined in the even case. Now let

When substituting

and

and

into the left term of (15) and denoting each as

, we get

By (15), we know that

is an eigenvalue of An when

or

.

The situation when n = 17 or (k = 8, equivalently) is shown in the following figure.

Figure 4. Eigenvalues when n = 17
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By the same process as in the even case, we can prove that theorems 3.3 and 3.4 also
hold for

and

. Consequently, we can conclude for the odd case the same

results shown in the even case; the sharp bounds and the symmetry of the eigenvalues
of An. However, notice that the function

has singularities when

and thus we can divide the interval
that

for

where

into k subintervals such

and

. That is, the

intervals that help estimate the eigenvalues are different from the case when n is even.

4. Conclusion
Throughout the report, we observed the eigenvalues of connected anti-regular graphs,
and clarified their characteristics such as the interval bounds and distribution. We
started with investigating anti-regular graphs with even vertices. In order to obtain the
eigenvalue expressions, we permuted the labels of the vertices to make the adjacency
matrix of the anti-regular graph in a block matrix form. Then, we took the inverse
of it to obtain the tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix whose determinant is zero. Using the
relation between the tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix and the Chebyshev polynomial of
the second kind, we obtained the ratio expression of the eigenvalue. Using the equation for the eigenvalue, we could derive and plot three functions whose intersections
are the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix. We discovered that when n is the order
was the only eigenvalue in the interval

of the graph, the trivial eigenvalue

, and there were strictly increasing sequence of
eigenvalues and strictly decreasing sequence of
ing

positive

negative eigenvalues exclud-

. Also, each eigenvalue had its own interval bound so that it could be

specified. Then we proceeded to the connected anti-regular graphs with odd vertices
and found out that the same observation held for characterization and distribution of
eigenvalues. The difference was that they had different interval bounds.
Note that we stated in Section 3.1 that our initial interest was the characterization
of the eigenvalues of general threshold graphs. In future studies, we could investigate
the eigenvalues of general threshold graph using the results of the connected antiregular graphs with even vertices since we can create an alternating binary sequence
(0,1,0,1...,0,1) for any general threshold graph by grouping consecutive zeros and
ones and labeling them 0 and 1, respectively. Also, we could prove the conjecture that
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the “forbidden” interval

does not contain an eigenvalue of any threshold graph

other than the trivial eigenvalues

.

Glossary
adjacency matrix if n is the order of a graph, then the adjacency matrix of a graph is
the square n × n matrix such that its (i; j) entry is 1 when there is an edge from
ith vertex to jth vertex, and 0 when there is no edge.

adjacent two vertices of a graph are adjacent if they are connected with an edge.
anti-regular graph a graph such that there are only two vertices with the same
degree.
automorphism an isomorphism of a graph onto itself.
complete graph a graph such that every vertex is a dominating vertex.
connected grapha graph such that there exists a path for any two distinct vertices.
degree the degree of a vertex is the number of vertices adjacent to it.
degree sequence the sequence of the vertex degrees of a graph.
disconnected graph a graph that is not connected.
dominating vertex a vertex which is adjacent to every other vertex.
edge an unordered pair of two vertices.
empty graph a graph such that every vertex is an isolated vertex.
graph an ordered pair (V, E) of two sets: vertex set(V) and edge set(E).
isolated vertex a vertex which is not adjacent to any other vertices.
isomorphic graphs two graphs are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism
between them.
isomorphism a bijection from the vertex set of a graph to that of another graph that
preserves connectivity (edges).
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join the join of two graphs G1, G2 is the graph constructed by connecting every
vertex in V1 to every vertex in V2, from the union of G1 and G2.
neighborhood the neighborhood of a vertex of a graph is the set of all vertices
adjacent to it.
order the cardinality of the vertex set of a graph.
path a sequence of distinct vertices.
permutation a bijection from the vertex set of a graph to itself.
regular graph a graph in which every vertex has the same degree.
size the cardinality of the edge set of a graph.
spectral graph theory the study of the properties of a graph in relationship to the
characteristic polynomial, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors of matrices associated
with the graph.
spectrum the spectrum of a graph is the list of the eigenvalues of its adjacency
matrix in increasing order.
threshold graph a graph that can be constructed by repeatedly adding a single
isolated vertex or a single dominating vertex.
Toeplitz matrix a matrix such that each descending diagonal from left to right is
constant.
tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix a Toeplitz matrix such that the entries other than the
main diagonal and its upper and lower adjacent diagonals are zero.
union the union of two graphs G1(V1, E1), G2(V2, E2) is the graph with vertex set
and the edge set

.
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